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Abstract: Global stability analysis is a key component of mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) wall design, especially those constructed over
marginal soils. When limit equilibrium analysis is used for MSE wall design, incorrect factors of safety can be predicted depending on the
shape assumed for the failure surface. The use of ground improvement, such as aggregate piers (AP), further complicates the analysis. A
mobilized bearing capacity (MBC) approach is presented which highlights the direct relationship between the factors of safety for global
stability and bearing capacity. Results from the MBC approach are compared with finite element strength reduction analyses for a range of
MSE wall geometries and AP replacement ratios. The factors of safety match well for global factors of safety between 1 and 1.5, considering
both eccentricity and stress concentration. The MBC approach provides a tool to supplement and refine global stability analyses for retaining
walls constructed over improved foundations. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)GT.1943-5606.0002540. © 2021 American Society of Civil Engineers.

Introduction
Retaining walls, including mechanically stabilized earth (MSE)
walls, are designed for failure modes including sliding, settlement,
bearing capacity, and global stability. Whereas it is common to
evaluate each of these modes in isolation, the stress-deformation
behaviors of the wall, backfill, and foundation soil have a combined
impact on the wall’s performance in each mode (FHWA 2016).
In particular, this paper explores the connection between bearing
capacity and global stability to provide insight into the critical
global stability mechanisms and to present an alternative approach
to limit equilibrium or numerical analysis for evaluating global stability of such structures.
The basic components of an MSE retaining wall cross section
are shown on the left side of Fig. 1. The MSE wall retains a backfill
zone, and both are supported by a foundation soil (a.k.a., matrix
soil), which may include a zone of soil improvement. For global
stability analysis of this system, failure surfaces behind the stronger
MSE zone will pass through multiple soils, which may be drained,
undrained, or a combination of both. The most broadly available
and widely practiced, but not necessarily best, method for this type
of global stability analysis is limit equilibrium (e.g., Leshchinsky
and Han 2004; FHWA 2009; Stuedlein et al. 2010).
A key aspect of evaluating global stability using limit equilibrium is the selection of an appropriate failure surface (or set of surfaces) to analyze. The complexity of the critical failure surface for a
retaining wall is illustrated in Fig. 1. The use of rigorous limit equilibrium procedures (e.g., Spencer 1967) with robust search routines
will find failure surfaces that balance shear strength with applied
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shear stress. The inclination of these surfaces will tend to be statically correct within a given soil zone, particularly when noncircular
failure surfaces are allowed. However, a correct failure surface
shape also must be physically possible, which is sometimes referred to as kinematic admissibility, and must not imply stress
discontinuities in the soil. A classic example of a kinematically
admissible surface is a circular arc, which does not require any slippage between adjacent soil zones.
The effect of failure surface shape on limit equilibrium analysis
of retaining walls was examined by VandenBerge (2017) for
homogenous foundation conditions. As an upper bound solution,
circular failure surfaces provide a kinematically admissible shape
but tend to overestimate the factor of safety, F. Referring to the left
side of Fig. 1, a circle is not the critical shape through the foundation zone and does not correctly match the failure surface through
the retained soil. On the other hand, VandenBerge (2017) showed
that the use of optimization schemes with noncircular failure surfaces usually leads to a V-shaped surface that is statically, but not
kinematically, admissible. In other words, without proper constraints, limit equilibrium analysis will seek out the lowest factor
of safety even if the associated failure surface is not physically possible. Sloan (2013) also shows that the correct failure surface shape
lies between circular and V-shaped surfaces.
In addition to the correct failure surface shape, limit equilibrium
methods require assumptions about the inclination of side forces
between slices. For most slopes, the effect of side force inclination
on the factor of safety is commonly assumed to be small (Duncan
et al. 2014). However, VandenBerge (2017) also showed the important influence of the side force assumptions for cross sections with an
abrupt change in load, such as a vertical wall face. The selection of an
appropriate side force function for this type of problem is nontrivial.
The difficulties of selecting a correct failure surface shape and
side force function are significant limitations for limit equilibrium,
which is the most common tool for assessing global stability of
retaining walls. To some extent, these difficulties can be bypassed
using numerical analysis, such as stress-deformation strength reduction analysis or plasticity-based limit analysis. While attractive
for some projects, the time and effort associated with strength reduction analysis are not economically feasible in many cases. Limit
analysis is powerful but less widely used at present. As an alternative, VandenBerge (2017) recognized that the retaining wall system could be converted to an analogous strip foundation supporting
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Fig. 1. Global stability of an MSE wall construed as a bearing capacity problem with an inclined load.

an inclined load as shown at the right of Fig. 1. Stability of the
analogous foundation can be predicted using bearing capacity
theory (e.g., Meyerhof 1963). The advantages of this approach
are: (1) it leverages robust plasticity-based bearing capacity solutions, (2) practicing engineers are familiar with these solutions, and
(3) the analytical equations can be solved iteratively in a spreadsheet or similar desktop application. Leshchinsky et al. (2012)
showed that the equivalent footing approach using Meyerhof
(1963) predicted similar bearing capacity to limit analysis and also
illustrated that the load inclination cannot be safely ignored.
After reviewing the basics of bearing capacity analysis, this paper will explore the application of bearing capacity theory to global
stability assessment of MSE walls through a mobilized shear
strength approach that accounts for differences in the definition
of the factor of safety. The approach is applied to MSE walls supported by foundations improved using aggregate piers (AP). However, the method can also be used on unimproved foundation soils
(VandenBerge 2017). The analytical results are validated using finite element strength reduction analyses, and design recommendations are presented for use of bearing capacity analysis for the
global stability of MSE walls supported by improved foundations.

Background
Bearing Capacity Analysis
The mechanics of global stability is closely linked to that of bearing
capacity, which is demonstrated by Duncan et al. (2014) for slopes
and VandenBerge (2017) for retaining walls. In this study, the
Meyerhof’s (1963) approach to bearing capacity was chosen as the
analytical bearing capacity method. A key feature in Meyerhof’s
method is the inclusion of load inclination factors in an analytical

form. The Meyerhof method allows for the direct calculation of
bearing capacity, depth, and load inclination factors, all of which
may be important for retaining walls.
Meyerhof’s (1963) bearing capacity factors (N c , N q , and N g )
and correction factors for depth, d, and inclination, i, are summarized in Table 1 for use with the calculation of ultimate bearing
capacity, qult , as:
qult ¼ dc ic c 0 N c þ dq iq γDN q þ 0.5dγ iγ γB 0 N γ

ð1Þ

where c 0 = effective cohesion intercept, γ = soil unit weight, D =
foundation depth, and B 0 = effective foundation width. The bearing
capacity factors depend on the effective stress friction angle of the
soil, ϕ 0 , whereas the inclination factors depend also on the load
inclination, α. Meyerhof’s load inclination factors are empirical
corrections based on observations from laboratory scale experiments. For eccentric loading, Meyerhof also suggested a reduced
area approach where the foundation load can be practically represented by a uniform stress calculated as:
qapplied ¼

N
N
¼ 0
B − 2e B

ð2Þ

where N = total vertical load, B = foundation (or wall width), e =
eccentricity, and B 0 = reduced foundation width corrected for
eccentric loading.
For undrained conditions, Ukritchon et al. (1998) compared the
results of upper and lower bound plasticity-based limit analysis to
Meyerhof’s solution for combined eccentric and inclined loading.
They found that Meyerhof’s reduced area approach [Eq. (2)] accounts appropriately for eccentricity over a wide range of e=B ratios without inclined loading. Meyerhof’s empirical correction for
inclined loading predicted ultimate bearing capacities, qult , that
were about 20%–25% lower than the corresponding limit analyses.

Table 1. Bearing capacity factors and correction terms for strip loading
Factor
Bearing capacity
Depth
Inclination

N c term

N q term

1Þ cot ϕ 0

N c ¼ ðN q −
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dc ¼ 1 þ 0.2 N ϕ 0 ðD=BÞ

Nq ¼


α 2
ic ¼ iq ≈ 1 −
90°

0
eπ tan ϕ N

N γ term
ϕ0

N γ ≈ ðN q − 1Þ tanð1.4ϕ 0 Þ

For ϕ ¼ 0°: dq ¼ dγ ¼ 1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
For ϕ 0 > 10°: dq ¼ dγ ¼ 1 þ 0.1 N ϕ 0 ðD=BÞ
For ϕ 0 > 0°: iγ ≈ ð1 − α=ϕ 0 Þ2
For ϕ ¼ 0°: iγ ¼ 0

Source: Data from Meyerhof (1963).
Note: N c ¼ 5.14 for saturated, undrained conditions (ϕ ¼ 0), N ϕ 0 ¼ tan2 ð45 þ ϕ 0 =2Þ.
© ASCE
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Meyerhof’s inclination factors result in the highest error when α
is high and are not appropriate when α exceeds about 16° for undrained conditions. However, at these high values of α, sliding
becomes more critical than bearing capacity and should control
design instead of global stability.
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Ground Improvement Modeling
Ground improvement is often required to reduce settlement and increase stability in cases where global stability is an important
design consideration. Aggregate piers are an efficient means of
improving global stability of MSE walls built over soft soils
(e.g., Mankbadi et al. 2004; Hutchinson 2011; Diaz et al. 2012).
Aggregate piers are installed by drilling a shaft of desired length
and then filling the hole with heavily compacted aggregate. This
aggregate is placed in lifts and each lift is hydraulically rammed
by a beveled tamper. Based on the required capacity of the piers,
an area replacement ratio, Ra , is selected, which is equivalent to the
ratio of the volume (or area in plan view) of the existing matrix
soil that is replaced by the piers to the total volume of the reinforced soil.
Modeling of an AP improved zone is inherently a threedimensional (3D) problem because of the spacing of the piers.
However, it is very common to convert from a 3D plan view to
a 2D elevation view, or plane strain condition, for modeling purposes. One method is the equivalent area approach in which the
aggregate piers are converted into equivalent panels sized according to the replacement ratio as indicated in Fig. 2. Based on data
from a pile-supported embankment, Ariyarathne et al. (2013) found
that the 2D equivalent area approach predicted movements similar
to those predicted by a corresponding 3D analysis and relatively
close to measured data. Other researchers (e.g., Bergado and
Long 1994; Huang et al. 2009) also have obtained good results using the 2D equivalent area approach to model the behavior of embankments and MSE walls supported by soil improved using
discrete columns, such as aggregate piers. Zhang et al. (2014) have
shown that factors of safety determined using the 2D equivalent
area method correspond well with the results of 3D finite element
analyses. The 2D simplification is also typically justified because
3D modeling is much more time consuming and requires significantly more modeling expertise (Ariyarathne et al. 2013). The finite
element analyses (FEA) used by this study incorporated the equivalent area or panel method.

For limit equilibrium problems, the effect of the AP on the soil
properties is often considered using a set of composite shear
strength parameters, ϕcomp and ccomp , and a composite unit weight,
γ comp . This approach allows the area replacement ratio to be considered and the difference in stiffness between the AP and the matrix soil. Assuming a saturated, undrained matrix soil (ϕm0 ¼ 0,
su;m ) and cohesionless aggregate piers, the composite unit weight,
and cohesion intercept for the AP zone are calculated as (FHWA
1983):
γ comp ¼ γ AP Ra þ γ m ð1 − Ra Þ

ð3Þ

ccomp ¼ ð1 − Ra Þsu;m

ð4Þ

The stiffer response of the AP concentrates the stress from the
supported load, allowing the stronger AP to contribute more to the
frictional resistance of the AP zone. The stress concentration ratio,
Rs , is defined as the vertical stress in the AP divided by the vertical
stress in the matrix soil at the same depth. Following Mitchell
(1981) and GeoPier (2016), the composite friction angle accounting for stress concentration can be calculated as


0
Rs Ra tan ϕAP
−1
ϕcomp ¼ tan
ð5Þ
Ra Rs − Ra þ 1
Measured values of Rs typically range from 2 to 5 near the top of
the pier for flexible structures (Mitchell 1981; HITEC 2007; White
et al. 2007; Thompson et al. 2009). The effect of stress concentration can be directly incorporated in the analytical method presented
herein.
In situations with relatively low su;m and/or Ra, the composite
shear strength method may not be applicable because of considerations regarding lateral squeeze (e.g., Murugesan and Rajagopal
2006; FHWA 2009; Murugesan and Rajagopal 2010). In those
cases, the global stability approach described herein may be
inappropriate.
The bearing capacity and FEA employed in this study use perfectly plastic constitutive theory, either implicitly or directly. Under
this assumption, the full shear strength can be developed in all soils
at the same time. This assumption may not always be true, especially for soft foundation soils that may require higher strain to
reach peak strength than the stiffer AP elements. Strain compatibility between the shear strength parameters can be considered
by multiplying the peak undrained shear strength of the matrix soil

Fig. 2. Modeling an MSE wall supported by an AP improved foundation.
© ASCE
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by a compatibility factor, λ ≤ 1 (Bathurst et al. 2012). This factor
could be selected based on the shear stress sustained by the matrix
soil at a strain corresponding to the peak strength of the AP. Values
of su;m in this paper can be assumed to include this λ factor.

ϕcomp;mob



tan ϕcomp
¼ tan
Fglobal
−1

ccomp;mob ¼

ccomp
Fglobal

ð6aÞ

ð6bÞ
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Mobilized Bearing Capacity
The stresses imposed on the foundation by the wall were calculated
from the weight of the MSE zone and the active pressure of
the backfill. The Coulomb method was used with an interface
0
friction angle of 0.75 × ϕbackfill
. The horizontal resultant Pah
was assumed to act 0.4H above the base of the MSE zone
(Barker et al. 1991), whereas Pav was assumed to act along the
back of the MSE. Moments on the MSE zone were used to determine eccentricity.
Definition of Factor of Safety
Bearing capacity solutions are well-developed and familiar to geotechnical engineers. However, as indicated in Fig. 1, they are typically used to calculate a factor of safety in terms of bearing
pressure, FBC . In contrast, the factor of safety in terms of shear
strength, Fglobal , is commonly used for global stability analysis.
Because of nonlinearities introduced by the frictional component
of bearing capacity, these two definitions of factor of safety are only
equivalent to one another at incipient failure (F ¼ 1) or for problems involving only saturated, undrained materials (ϕu ¼ 0).
The difference in these two definitions of factor of safety can be
resolved by formulating the global stability problem in terms of
mobilized shear strength. For the AP composite zone, the shear
strength parameters, ϕcomp and ccomp , are divided by the factor
of safety as:

A solution is then found by varying the global factor of safety
until the sum of the mobilized shear strength along a failure surface
is equal to the shear stress required for static equilibrium. In other
words, the global factor of safety is found as the value at which the
mobilized capacity is equal to the applied stress. This is the approach used by most limit equilibrium slope stability procedures
(Duncan et al. 2014).
The same concept can be used in conjunction with bearing
capacity theory to determine the global factor of safety for a given
foundation bearing pressure, qapplied . The shear strength parameters for all the soils involved in the analysis can be factored using an
approach similar to Eq. (6). Bearing capacity factors are determined
for the mobilized shear strength parameters, and the mobilized
bearing capacity (MBC), qmob , is calculated. By iteration of
Fglobal , the critical factor of safety can be found that results in
qmob equal to qapplied . Because of soil loads from a retained fill,
the applied load at the base of a wall will also change as the global
factor of safety changes.
The global factors of safety determined using mobilized bearing
capacity will differ from those engineers are accustomed to encountering for foundations. To understand the typical relationship between FBC and Fglobal , both were calculated for a symmetrically
loaded, continuous foundation with different soil shear strength
parameters. These are simpler conditions than those encountered
in MSE foundations but provide a useful sense of the relationship
between FBC and Fglobal . The results of this comparison are

Fig. 3. Correspondence between definitions of factor of safety.
© ASCE
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LI þ LII
LI þ LII þ LIII þ LIV
k2 cot θ þ expðθk1 Þ − 1
¼
k2 cot θ þ expðηk1 Þð1 þ k2 Þ − 1

provided in Fig. 3. For cases where the soil is predominantly frictional, a global factor of safety of about 1.5 is equivalent to an FBC
of at least 3.5. For soil with a large c 0 , the value of FBC becomes
much closer to Fglobal . The two factors of safety will be equal for
undrained (ϕu ¼ 0) conditions.

pc;AP ≈

AI þ AII
AI þ AII þ AIII þ AIV
2k1 cot θ þ expð2θk1 Þ − 1
¼
2k1 cot θ þ expð2ηk1 Þð1 þ 4k1 sin β cos βÞ − 1

pγ;AP ≈

Failure Surface Shape for Inclined Loading
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ð7aÞ

In the remainder of this paper, the mobilized bearing capacity approach is applied to the design of MSE walls on foundations improved with aggregate piers. The iterative design process uses trial
values of Fglobal and can be solved by a trial-and-error approach or
with a spreadsheet-based solver. A flowchart of the design process
is available in Fig. S1.
The bearing capacity of the soil below the MSE wall depends on
the resistance along a critical failure surface. For foundations improved with aggregate piers, this surface passes through both the
AP zone (Regions I and II in Fig. 4(a) and the matrix soil (Regions
III and IV). Referring to Fig. 4, the idealized stress state is constant
throughout Region I and throughout Region IV but different in each
of these regions. In Region I, the stress on the horizontal plane is
equal to the applied stress at the base of the wall (qapplied , τ applied ).
In addition, the Mohr circle for Region I must pass through the
applied stress and intersect the mobilized composite failure
envelope [Fig. 4(b)]. These two constraints are sufficient to define
the angle of the mobilized failure surface with respect to horizontal,
θ, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and the dimension, R0 . The major principal
stress in Region IV is horizontal, and the inclination of the mobilized failure surface for Region IV, β, is equal to 45° þ ϕ 0 =2 or 45°
for ϕu ¼ 0. Regions II and III represent the centered fan associated
with reorientation of the stress system (e.g., Davis and Selvadurai
2002) and are defined by a logarithmic spiral in the AP zone and a
circular arc within the matrix soil. The mobilized failure surface
defined in this manner can be determined by finding a value of
θ that satisfies the conditions in Fig. 4(b) (see Fig. S2 for guidance
on this calculation).
Because the failure surface passes through two zones with distinctly different shear strength parameters, the contribution of each
zone to the overall bearing capacity must be considered. Referring
to Eq. (1), the N c term is strongly influenced by the length of the
failure surface relative to the width of the load, whereas the N γ term
represents the work performed on the weight of soil above the
failure surface (Davis and Selvadurai 2002). The N q term has
not been considered herein because the walls in this study are assumed to have no embedment. Temporarily assuming all the soil
has composite properties, approximate bearing capacity weighting
factors for the AP zone below the wall can be defined as:

ð7bÞ

where pc;AP = weighting factor applied to the N c term, pγ;AP =
weighting factor applied to the N γ term, and Li = lengths along
the failure surface (Fig. 4), Ai = cross-sectional areas (proportional
to weight), k1 ¼ tanðϕcomp;mob Þ, k2 ¼ sinðϕcomp;mob Þ, θ = inclination of the failure surface below the wall, η = angle of the centered
0
fan (equal to 45–ϕcomp;mob
=2), and β = inclination of the passive
wedge below horizontal. The weighting factors calculated in
Eq. (7) reduce the bearing capacity of the AP zone to include capacity only from the portion of the failure surface that lies within the
AP zone. When calculating the bearing capacity of the AP zone,
the pc;AP factor is multiplied in the N c term in Eq. (1). Likewise, the
pγ;AP factor is multiplied in the N γ term.
Similarly, temporarily assuming homogeneous matrix soil below the wall, the contribution of the bearing capacity weighting
factor for the matrix soil contribution can be found as
pc;m ≈

π
LIII þ LIV
4þ1
¼
LI þ LII þ LIII þ LIV cot θ þ π4 þ θ þ 1

ð8Þ

Derivations of Eqs. (7) and (8) are provided in Figs. S3 and S4.
The factors are plotted in Fig. 5. Eq. (8) reduces the bearing capacity contributed by the matrix soil by half for the condition of no
inclined load (θ ¼ 45°). Further reduction in pc;m occurs as the
applied pressure α increases, θ decreases, and less of the failure
surface passes through the soil adjacent to the AP zone. The pc;m
factor is multiplied in the N c term in the calculation of bearing
capacity for the matrix zone.
The weighting factors assume that the vertical boundary of the
AP zone coincides with the face of the MSE wall, which is a
common design assumption. If the AP zone extends significantly
beyond the face of the wall, these factors will underestimate the
available mobilized bearing capacity.
The bearing capacity factors in Eqs. (7)–(8) are multiplied along
with the other bearing capacity factors in Eq. (1) to determine the
contributions of the matrix soil and the AP zone to the overall bearing capacity, which becomes:
qmob ¼ qmob;AP þ qmob;m

ð9Þ

Fig. 4. Definition of the failure surface below the inclined MSE wall load: (a) failure surface; and (b) stress state in Region I.
© ASCE
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Fig. 5. Bearing capacity weighting factors for foundation with matrix
and AP zones: (a) weighting factors applied to N c term; and (b) weighting factors applied to N γ term.

where qmob;AP = mobilized bearing capacity of the AP zone, and
qmob;m = mobilized bearing capacity of the matrix soil calculated
using mobilized shear strength parameters. Summation of the contributions of the bearing capacities for the AP and matrix zones is
appropriate because the capacities have been reduced to account for
the problem geometry and load inclination. For example, in the
0
case of no inclined load (θ ¼ 45°) and no AP (ϕcomp
¼ 0), both
pc;m and pc;AP ¼ 0.5, and Eq. (9) yields the Meyerhof solution for
undrained conditions and homogeneous soil.

Comparitive Finite Element Analyses
Finite Element Simulations
2D FE simulations of MSE retaining walls supported on an AP
improved zone in a clay matrix soil were created in RS2 (Rocscience) by Reed (2018). The foundation soil and AP panels were
initialized under gravity loading. The MSE zone and retained backfill were subsequently placed in the simulations in 10 layers of
equal thickness because initial stresses and deformations can be
© ASCE

dependent on the method of constructing the model (Kulhawy
1969). While staged FE modeling is not always used for strength
reduction analysis and is not necessarily required, staging was used
in this case to represent the construction process more accurately.
The wall heights considered were 6.10 and 15.2 m with widths of
4.27 and 10.7 m, respectively. Area replacement ratios of the AP
ranged from 5% to 30% (FHWA 2017). Each geometry was analyzed for a range of undrained strengths for the matrix soil. The
MSE and AP panels were assigned an effective friction angle of
45°, whereas ϕ 0 ¼ 30° (chosen as conservative lower bound) was
used for the retained fill. The AP zones extended fully through the
matrix soil to a fixed base condition. The MSE zone was modeled
as elastic to prevent failure of the vertical face and to simplify the
analysis, assuming that the MSE reinforcement (not modeled)
would prevent yielding in this zone. All the other soils were modeled as elastic-perfect plastic. The elastic moduli of the matrix soil,
backfill, and AP were assumed to be 100 × su;m (Duncan and
Buchiagnani 1987), 47.9, and 144 MPa, respectively. The study
did not investigate failure through the MSE zone so the modeling
did not include the geosynthetic reinforcement or the facing. Further details on the finite element modeling procedure used can be
found in Reed and VandenBerge (2019).
The factor of safety, FFEA , was found for the finite element simulations using the strength reduction method. After the simulations
reached full height, the shear strength parameters for all the soils
except the MSE zone were divided by a strength reduction factor
[same process as Eq. (6)], and the simulation was reanalyzed. FFEA
was assumed equal to the critical strength reduction factor, which is
the largest factor at which the simulation remains marginally stable
and converges to a solution.
The failure surface shape from a FE strength reduction analysis
can be evaluated by examining the location of high shear strains in
the simulation. The results of one simulation are shown in Fig. 6.
The analytically determined failure surfaces through the AP zone
and matrix soil are shown for cases where eccentricity is ignored
(solid line) and where eccentricity is considered (dotted line). A
clearly defined active failure surface develops in the retained backfill and along the backside of the MSE zone. Similarly, an angled
zone of high shear strain occurs below the wall, aligning with the
bottom of Region I. Some of the highest shear strains occur in the
toe of the wall and within the centered fan (Regions II and III).
The high shear strain in these regions is associated with the reorientation of the stress system. Farther from the toe (Region IV), the
maximum shear strain is lower, and the major principal stress is
essentially horizontal.
Stress Concentration
The mobilized bearing capacity method uses the area replacement
ratio, Ra , and the stress concentration ratio, Rs , to calculate the
composite shear strength parameters. Whereas the area replacement
ratio is selected as part of the design, the stress concentration ratio
must be estimated based on the relative stiffness of the AP and matrix soil and experience.
The FE simulation results were used to determine Rs at the condition of fully mobilized shear strength (i.e., critical strength reduction factor). As plotted in Fig. 7, the FE simulations did not show
significant variation in Rs as a function of Ra . At a given Ra , the
scatter in Rs is related to tendencies for Rs to decrease as the matrix
soil became stiffer and to increase as the wall height increased. The
plotted values of Rs from the FE simulations are average values for
the four AP trenches based on stresses extracted from the upper few
meters of the AP zone. Eccentricity of loading caused more stress
concentration in the AP trench below the toe of the wall and
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Fig. 6. Contours of maximum shear strain (dark = high strain) from strength reduction analysis on a wall with su;m ¼ 36 kPa, Ra ¼ 0.2, and
FFEA ¼ 1.3.

capacity approach will be evaluated by using constant value of
Rs of either 2.5 or 3.5 and the Rs values extracted from the FE
simulations.

Comparison of Analytical and FEA Results

Fig. 7. Comparison of stress concentration ratios from FEA simulations and field measurements by others. (Data from Lawton and Fox
1994; White et al. 2007; Thompson et al. 2009; Sloan 2011; Briançon
and Simon 2012.)

significantly less stress concentration below the heel. For comparison, Rs values are plotted for 2D Terzaghi arching theory and field
measurements below footings (Lawton and Fox 1994; White et al.
2007) and embankments (Thompson et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2010;
Sloan 2011; Briançon and Simon 2012; Filz et al. 2019). Whereas
measurements of Rs tend to be in the range of 4–40 for rigid foundations supported by AP, HITEC (2007) recommends using a value
in the range of 2–5 for stability applications for flexible structures,
such as MSE walls. The effect of Rs on the mobilized bearing
© ASCE

Mobilized bearing capacity and FEA simulations were calculated
for 39 combinations of wall geometry, AP replacement ratio, and
foundation soil undrained shear strength, which are summarized in
Table 2. The geometries resulted in eccentricity to MSE wall width
(e=B) ratios of 0.04–0.15, indicating reduced widths that were between 92% and 70% of the full MSE wall width. The load inclinations ranged from 7.5° to 18.7° with six cases close to or more
than 15° for which the Meyerhof inclination factors may not be
appropriate (Ukritchron et al. 1998). The mobilized bearing capacity calculations were performed in four different ways: (1) ignore
effects of stress concentration and eccentricity, (2) use Rs ¼ 2.5
and ignore eccentricity, (3) use Rs ¼ 2.5 and the reduced width,
B 0 , to correct for eccentricity, and (4) use Rs ¼ 3.5 and correct
for eccentricity. The factors of safety calculated in each manner
are provided in Table 2. To evaluate the suitability of the MBC approach, the factors of safety are compared with the results of the FE
strength reduction analyses in Fig. 8.
When both the stress concentration ratio and eccentricity are
ignored, the mobilized bearing capacity method predicted nearly
the same factor of safety as FEA for F between 1 and 1.5 as indicated in Fig. 8(a). The factor of safety from the MBC approach
was on average about 4% lower than the FE results. The largest
differences between the factors of safety for the two methods occurred for F below 1.0 and above 1.5. In the MBC analyses, ignoring the eccentricity correction tends to increase F while neglecting
the stiffness ratio tends to decrease F. Although a relatively good
match is found between the two methods in Fig. 8(a), a more robust
approach that does not rely on offsetting errors is preferred.
To assess the influence of the stiffness factor, the mobilized
bearing capacity method was used with Rs of 2.5 and ignoring
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Table 2. Factors of safety from mobilized bearing capacity and finite element approaches
Mobilized bearing capacity approach

Geometry
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H ¼ 6.10 m
B ¼ 4.27 m
Ra ¼ 5%
H ¼ 6.10 m
B ¼ 4.27 m
Ra ¼ 15%
H ¼ 6.10 m
B ¼ 4.27 m
Ra ¼ 20%
H ¼ 6.10 m
B ¼ 4.27 m
Ra ¼ 22.9%
H ¼ 6.10 m
B ¼ 4.27 m
Ra ¼ 30%
H ¼ 15.2 m
B ¼ 10.7 m
Ra ¼ 5%
H ¼ 15.2 m
B ¼ 10.7 m
Ra ¼ 15%
H ¼ 15.2 m
B ¼ 10.7 m
Ra ¼ 20%
H ¼ 15.2 m
B ¼ 10.7 m
Ra ¼ 22.9%
H ¼ 15.2 m
B ¼ 10.7 m
Ra ¼ 30%
a

Fglobal

Fglobal

Fglobal

Fglobal

su;m (kPa)

Load inclination,
αa (degrees)

Rs ¼ 1 (Full B)

Rs ¼ 2.5 (Full B)

Rs ¼ 2.5 (Use B )

Rs ¼ 3.5 (Use B 0 )

FFEA

24
36
48
72
48
68
96
24
36
48
72
12
24
48
96
12
24
48
96
48
72
84
96
48
72
84
96
48
72
84
96
48
72
84
96
48
72
84
96

8.8
11.4
13.3
16.1
14.2
16.4
18.5
11
12.9
14.5
16.9
8.9
11.3
14.7
18.7
9.8
11.8
14.9
18.7
7.5
9.9
10.9
11.8
9.4
11.3
12.1
12.9
10.1
11.8
12.6
13.3
10.4
12.1
12.8
13.5
11.1
12.6
13.2
13.8

0.91
1.22
1.51
2.01
1.46
1.94
2.44
0.91
1.19
1.46
2.42
0.62
0.92
1.46
2.41
0.68
0.95
1.46
2.38
0.72
0.99
1.12
1.24
0.76
1.01
1.13
1.24
0.79
1.02
1.14
1.25
0.8
1.03
1.15
1.25
0.85
1.06
1.16
1.27

0.9
1.22
1.52
2.11
1.59
2.05
2.68
1.08
1.36
1.62
2.14
0.84
1.11
1.64
2.74
0.93
1.18
1.67
2.64
0.77
1.04
1.16
1.28
0.91
1.14
1.26
1.37
0.97
1.19
1.3
1.41
1
1.22
1.33
1.43
1.08
1.28
1.38
1.48

0.84
1.08
1.29
1.65
1.37
1.66
2.01
1
1.21
1.4
1.73
0.8
1.02
1.41
2.02
0.87
1.08
1.44
2.02
0.73
0.94
1.04
1.13
0.85
1.04
1.13
1.21
0.91
1.08
1.17
1.25
0.94
1.11
1.19
1.26
1
1.16
1.23
1.3

0.87
1.11
1.32
1.68
1.42
1.71
2.06
1.07
1.27
1.46
1.79
0.88
1.1
1.48
2.08
0.96
1.16
1.51
2.08
0.76
0.97
1.06
1.15
0.92
1.1
1.19
1.27
0.98
1.15
1.23
1.31
1.01
1.18
1.26
1.33
1.08
1.23
1.3
1.37

0.89
1.16
1.36
1.75
1.5
1.9
2.24
1.02
1.3
1.46
1.85
0.85
1.06
1.5
2.2
0.86
1.06
1.55
2.26
0.86
0.995
1.1
1.2
0.87
1.08
1.19
1.28
0.9
1.14
1.21
1.32
0.9
1.16
1.25
1.35
0.9
1.2
1.31
1.37

0

α corresponds to analyses with Rs ¼ 3.5, corrected for eccentricity.

the effects of eccentricity. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the MBC approach predicts higher F when the composite friction angle is adjusted for the stiffness ratio using Eq. (5). Inclusion of the stiffness
ratio in the calculations increased Fglobal by an average of about
27%, and the values of Fglobal are an average of 20% higher than
FFEA when eccentricity is ignored. The inclusion of Rs also removes scatter from the prediction of Fglobal as evidenced by increased linearity in the trend in Fig. 8(b).
The final two analysis cases considered both the stiffness ratio
and the eccentricity correction in the mobilized bearing capacity
calculation. As shown in Figs. 8(c and d), the relationship between
Fglobal and FFEA is quite linear for factors of safety above 1. With
Rs of 2.5, the MBC approach tended to underpredict F with an
error up to about −10%. When Rs is increased to 3.5, the MBC
approach fits the FEA results very well, especially if the analyses
with high values of α and F less than one are ignored (average
error ¼ 0%, standard deviation ¼ 5%).
Scatter occurs for systems with high and low F because the failure mechanism diverges from a mode analogous to bearing capacity. Factors of safety near or less than unity tend to occur when the
© ASCE

matrix soil is weak and soft. A stability number for the matrix soil,
N m , can be defined as
Nm ¼

γtH
su;m

ð10Þ

where γ t = total unit weight of the backfill, H = height of the MSE
wall, and su;m = the undrained shear strength of the matrix soil,
including strain compatibility correction.
The variation in FFEA with N m is plotted in Fig. 9. A transition
in the general trend occurs when N m exceeds a value of about 5.
The FEAs with high N m predict downward movement of the entire
backfill zone and horizontal sliding of the improved zone and MSE
wall, similar to lateral squeezing. The mobilized bearing capacity
approach should not be expected to predict accurate factors of
safety consistently for these cases.
The six models had high values of α, which indicate a high ratio
between the horizontal and vertical load applied at the base of the
MSE wall. As noted by Ukritchon et al. (1998), Meyerhof’s correction is excessive for high α, which explains why Fglobal is lower
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Fig. 8. Comparison of factors of safety from mobilized bearing capacity and FEA: (a) Rs = 1, ignore eccentricity; (b) Rs = 2.5, ignore eccentricity;
(c) Rs = 2.5, with eccentricity correction; and (d) Rs = 3.5, with eccentricity correction.

than FFEA for these cases. However, the general trend between
Fglobal and FFEA remains consistent for these analyses.
As indicated in Fig. 7, the FE simulations produced average values of Rs between 1.3 and 8.6. The highest values of Rs occurred
when the matrix soil was weak and soft as expected. To further
understand the effect of Rs on the MBC method, the average Rs
from each FE simulation was used in the MBC approach to calculate Fglobal . The ratios of Fglobal to FFEA are plotted in Fig. 10 with
respect to N m for different values of Rs . Where the average Rs was
less than 3.5, the MBC approach predicted a ratio less than or equal
to 1, which is conservative. For low values of Nm and FEA Rs , the
MBC approach predicted a lower stability than the FE simulations.
This conservative error appears to be the result of eccentricity and
either the method used to find a single value of Rs from the FE
© ASCE

simulations or the Meyerhof correction factors. Further exploration
of these effects would be needed to understand this more fully.
When N m was greater than 4, the FE simulation Rs values were
greater than 3.5. In these cases, the MBC method was largely unconservative if the FEA Rs was used. However, as indicated in
Fig. 9, lateral squeezing is indicated for Nm greater than 5. To limit
unconservative estimates of the factor of safety, a cap of 3.5 is proposed on the Rs value used with the MBC approach and aggregate
piers. The results for constant Rs of 3.5 are also plotted in Fig. 10,
and the MBC approach produces Fglobal generally less than or
equal to FFEA with the exception of cases with N m approaching 5.
The relationship between the global factor of safety and
the bearing stress-based factor of safety as illustrated in Fig. 3
must be kept in mind when interpreting the results of this study.
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Fig. 9. Variation of factor of safety with matrix soil stability number, N m .

Fig. 11. Relationship of Fglobal to bearing stress-based factor of safety,
FBC , for common MSE geometry.

relate calculated global stability to conventional undrained bearing
capacity for MSE walls in the range explored by this study.

Design Recommendations and Example

Fig. 10. Ratio of Fglobal to FFEA compared with N m for different
values of Rs .

For reference, FBC was calculated for each of the MSE walls analyzed using the assigned shear strengths. The combined ultimate
bearing capacity was calculated using Eqs. (7)–(9) for Fglobal equal
to unity. The eccentricity calculated for the ultimate conditions, and
qapplied was calculated using the corresponding reduced area
[Eq. (2)]. The two definitions of factor of safety are compared
in Fig. 11 for the MSE walls simulated in this study. As expected,
the two definitions are equal at a factor of safety of about 1. At a
given Fglobal , the value of FBC increases as the replacement ratio
increases and AP zone becomes more frictional, similar to the
trends in Fig. 3.
Fig. 11 further illustrates that design for bearing capacity and
global stability are interconnected. As Fglobal approaches a typical
design factor of safety of 1.5, the bearing capacity factor of safety
approaches 3. Thus, for the cases modeled in this paper, satisfaction
of one design requirement (i.e., bearing capacity or global stability)
implies that the other requirement is also met. Fig. 11 can be used to
© ASCE

The mobilized bearing capacity approach can be applied to MSE
wall design through any analytical tool (e.g., spreadsheet, computer
program, electronic engineering notebook) that can perform the
iterative calculation illustrated in Fig. S1. Aside from the selection
of shear strength parameters and geometry, the design decisions
and checks that must be made by the engineer are summarized
in Table 3.
An example MSE wall is shown in Fig. 12 along with a single
iteration of the design calculations for an initial value of Fglobal and
Ra ¼ 0.05. If repeated sufficiently, the calculations in Fig. 11 will
converge to a value of Fglobal ¼ 1.22. Table 4 summarizes the
variation in design parameters for other values of Ra for this example geometry and soil conditions, which would assist the selection
of an appropriate Ra for the support of the wall. The recommendations in Table 3 assume that the AP zone is only below the MSE
wall, which is a conservative assumption. If additional foundation
soil is improved beyond the toe of the wall, the weighting factors
used to calculate qmob would need to be adjusted based on the
geometry to consider this change.

Conclusions
Bearing capacity and global stability have traditionally been analyzed using different definitions of the factor of safety, the former in
terms of bearing stress and the later in terms of shear strength.
However, bearing capacity analysis can be reformulated in terms
of shear strength through the mobilized bearing capacity concept,
similar to the analysis of slopes. The novel MBC approach allows
the bearing capacity theory to be connected directly to global stability analysis. The two definitions of factor of safety differ the
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Table 3. Design recommendations for application of mobilized bearing capacity to MSE wall design
Design consideration

Recommendation

Include effects of stiffness factor, Rs ?
Correct for eccentricity?
How to determine qmob ?
How to determine the magnitude and location of
backfill forces, Pah and Pav ?

Yes. Use value in range of 2.5–3.5, or similar value based on prior experience.
Yes. Meyerhof reduced area approach is appropriate.
Use the bearing capacity factors in Eqs. (7) and (8) to correct for failure through two soil zones.
The calculations presented in this paper used the Coulomb method with an interface friction
0
angle of 0.75 × ϕbackfill
. Pah was assumed to act 0.4H above the base of the wall (Barker et al.
1991). Pav was assumed to act along the back of the wall.
Yes–Meyerhof correction factor is appropriate.
No–Meyerhof correction may be incorrect. Sliding behavior will dominate rather than bearing
capacity or global stability.
N m should be less than 5, which matches FHWA (2009) guidance for squeezing.

Downloaded from ascelibrary.org by Tennessee Tech University Library on 04/08/21. Copyright ASCE. For personal use only; all rights reserved.

Is the load inclination angle, α, less than 15°?
Is the stability number in a suitable range?

Fig. 12. MSE wall example with one iteration of design calculations.

Table 4. Variation of design parameters with Ra for example (Rs ¼ 3.5)
Ra
0
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.30

e=B

α (degrees)

qmob (kPa)

Fglobal

0.059
0.067
0.073
0.081
0.086

9.7
10.5
11.1
11.9
12.4

221
225
228
233
236

1.11
1.20
1.26
1.36
1.42

most for materials dominated by friction and are equivalent for soils
modeled as purely cohesive.
The shape of the theoretical failure surface within the MSE wall
foundation can be approximated by the consideration of the stress
states below the wall and beyond the toe. The applied load and
mobilized shear strength in the aggregate pier zone control the initial inclination of the failure surface. The calculated failure surfaces
match well with the high shear strain zones observed in the FE
models. Equations for approximate bearing capacity factors that
account for two zones (matrix and AP) separated by a vertical
boundary were presented. These factors assume that the boundary
of the AP zone coincides with the face of the MSE wall.
The mobilized bearing capacity approach can be used to determine the global stability and/or bearing capacity of MSE walls
founded on soil foundations improved with aggregate piers. Compared with the companion FEA, the most accurate results are
obtained when the eccentricity correction is used. Whereas the
© ASCE

FE simulations predict higher values of Rs in some cases, a cap
of 3.5 is proposed for use with the MBC approach. For F above
about 1.5, the MBC approach underpredicts the factor of safety,
which may be the result of the Meyerhof load inclination factor
for the cases considered. The mobilized bearing capacity approach
also may be incorrect for cases with values of N m greater than 5,
especially if the aggregate piers are limited to the zone directly below the MSE wall. Further refinements to the MBC approach could
be obtained by evaluating other methods to extract Rs from the FE
simulations and/or by comparison with 3D FEA.
This study only considered undrained conditions in the matrix
soil and did not consider the possibility of slip surfaces extending
through the MSE zone. Engineers using the proposed method must
consider the potential impacts of these limitations on their designs.
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